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To kill without consequence: If you were given a chance at deadly retribution with a guarantee that

the law could not touch you, would you take it?Thatâ€™s the opportunity that Agent Graves

provides, in the form of a special briefcase containing an untraceable gun and one hundred rounds

of ammunition. To the damaged and downtrodden living on the fringes of society, the offer is a

once-in-a-lifetime chance to even their scores. But beyond the dilemma of whether or not to pull the

trigger lies a deeper and even more troubling concern: Just who is making these actions

possible-and why?This third of five volumes reprinting all 100 issues of writer Brian Azzarello and

artist Eduardo Rissoâ€™s 100 BULLETS collects issues #37-58 of their acclaimed Vertigo series,

and includes never-before-seen character sketches by Risso for an unproduced 100 BULLETS

video game.
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I own this book but I haven't read it. I don't know. I might be developing an allergy to paper. I think

it's great because the front and insides have bright colors and drawings that appeal to my ADD. I

was gonna give this 2.38 stars for something abstract like "my soup tonight had an almost

imperceptible chill" or "my horoscope says tonight I will be indifferent to literature" but it looks like

that box has already been ticked by the last guy.Brian Azzarello is a creative and inventive mind -

the art is astounding, crisp and clear. In a world impossibly bereft of originality and passion, this

worthy, third tome finds its way to us and shouldn't be dinged because of elements completely

outside the control - or purview - of those whose mighty hands rent it from the ether.If you feel the



same, please join me in a five-star revolt.

Another edition to a great series. Definitely worth the money. I have yet to find a misprint like in the

last book, but if found, will post. Book did arrive damaged.... again. Pictures posted. Book is a

thicker/heavier/longer book than the previous two. Absolutely worth the money if it doesn't show up

damaged.
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